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Essence: Sweet chrldren, this confluence age is the age ofbenevolence. It is in this age that you have to
become masters ofthe land of Shri Krishna by studying.

Question: Why does the Father place the um of knowledge on the mothers? Wbat system only continues
in Bharat?

Answer: The Father places the um of knowledge on the mothers in order that they can make everyone
become pure from impure by tying a rakhi on them. Only in Bharat does the system of Rakhsha
Bandhan exist. A sister ties a rakhi on the wrist ofher brother. This symbolises purity. The
Father says: Children, constantly remember Me alone and you will becorne the pure masters of

Song:
the pure world.
No one is as unique as the Lord oflnnocence....

Om shanti. This is the praise of the Lord of Innocence. He is also called the Bestower. You children know
who gave Lakshmi and Narayan the forhrne of their kingdom. It must definitely have been God who gave it
because He is the One who establishes heaven. Just as the Lord of Innocence gave the sovereignty ofheaven
to Lakshmi and Narayan, so, He also gave it to Krishna. Whether you say Radhe and Krishna or Lakshmi
and Narayan, it is the same thing. However, there is no kingdom now. No one, except the Supreme Father,
the Supreme Soul, can give them their kingdom. Their birth is said to be in heaven. Only you children
know this. Only you children can explain Janamasthmi (the bifthday of Krishna). Since there is the birthday
of Krishna, there must also be one for Radhe because both reside in heaven together. Radhe and Krishna
become Lakshmi and Narayan after their marriage. The main thing is: Who gave them their kingdom? Who
taught this Raja Yoga and when? It wouldn't have been taught in heaven. In the golden age they are the
most elevated beings. The golden age comes after the iron age. Therefore, Raja Yoga must definitely have
been taught to them at the end of the iron age so that they could attain their kingdom in their new birth. The
old world changes into the pure new world. The Purifier must definitely have come. No one knows what
religion exists at t}e conflgence age. This confluence age that has been remembered is between the old

: worid a:rd the new world. Lakshmi and Narayan aie lire mastels oi'' tlie new r.vorid. -ihe Supreme Fatiier, -ire -*-1

Supreme Soul, taught those souls Raja Yoga in their previous birth. In their new birth they receive the
reward of the efforl they made at that time. This is the most elevated benevolent confluence age. Someone
must definitely have taught them Raja Yoga at the end of their many births. ln the iron age there are many
religions whereas in the golden age there isjust the one deity religion. What is the religion that exists at the
confluence age in which they make effort and study Raja Yoga to attain their reward in the golden age? It is
explained that Brahmins are created through Brahma at the confluence age. It is also shown in the pictures
that the land of Ikishna is established through Brahma. Whether you call it the land of Vishnu or the land of
Narayan, it is the same thing. You know that you are becoming masters of the land of Krishna by becoming
pure now through this study. These are the versions of God Shiva. It is the soul of Krishna who becomes
this at the end of his many births. The soul takes 84 births. In this his 84* birlh, he is named Brahma.
Where else would Brahma have come from? If God created creation, then where did Brahma, Vishnu and
Shankar come from? How were they created? Was some magic performed that made them emerge? Only
the Father tells yor their history. When someone is adopted, his name is changed. This one did not have the
name Brahma before. It is said, "At the end of many births".... Therefore, he must definitely have been an
impure human being. No one knows where Brahma came from. For whom is this the last of many birlhs? It
can only have been Lakshmi and Narayan who took many births. The name, form, place and time continue
to change. The story of 84 births is written very clearly in the picture of Krishna. Many pictures of Krishna
are sold at the time of Janamshtmi because everyone goes to Krishna's temples. They go to the temple of
Radhe and Krishna. Radhe would definitely be with Krishna. Radhe and Krishna, tll,e princess and, prince,
then become Lakshmi and Narayan, the empress and emperor. They take 84 births and become Brahma and
Saraswati in their last birth. The Father enters him at the end of his many births. Tlris is what is meant when
it is said that you don't know about your births. You were Lakshmi and Narayan in your first birth. Then
you took this birlh but they have mentioned the name "Arjuna"; that Arjuna was taught Raja Yoga. They
have made Arjuna separate, but his name is not really Arjuna. There has to be the life story of Brahma, but
there is no mention of Brahma or the Brahmins anywhere. Only the Father sits here and explains these
things. All you children listen to these things and then have to explain to others. They listen to religious
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stories and then relate them to others. You listen to this and then relate it to others. This is the most

elevated confluence age, the leap age, the extra age. When there is the leap month (in the Hindu calendar),

there are 13 months. The festivals they celebrate every year are of this confluence age. No one knows about

this confluence age. It is at this confluence age that the Father comes and inspires you to make a promise to

become only pwe. He establishes the pure world out of the impure world. The system of Raksha Bandhan

only exists in Bharat. A sister ties a rakhi on the wrist ofher brother. However, that kumari (sister) then

becomes impwe. The Father has now placed the um of knowledge on you mothers. This is why the Brahma

Kumars and Kumaris inspire people to promise to become pure when they tie a rakhi on them. The Father

says: Constantly remember Me alone and you will become pure and the masters of the pure world.

However, there is no need to tie a rakhi etc. This is just an explanation given to you. The sages and

sannyasis ask for donations. Some say, give your anger as a donation. Some say: Don't eat onions any more.

They ask for the donation of whatever they themselves don't eat. It is the unlimited Father who inspires you

to make the most important promise of all. If you want to become pure, remember the Purifier Father. You

have been becoming impure from the copper age. Now the whole world has to be pure and only the Father

can accomplish this. No human being can be the Bestower of Salvation for all. Only the Father makes you

promise to become pure. Bharat used to be pure heaven. Only the Supreme Father, the Supreme Soul, is the

Purifier. Krishna is not called the Purifier. He takes birth. His parents are also shown. It is Shiva alone

who has a divine birth. He Himself gives His own introduction of how He enters an ordinary body. He

definitely has to take the support of a body. I am the Ocean of Knowledge, the Purifier, the One who teaches

Raja Yoga. Only the Father is the Creator of Heaven. He then inspires the destmction of hell. Hell doesn't

exist when heaven exists. Now, it is the extreme depths of hell. When the iron age has become completely

tamopradhan hell the Father comes and creates satopradhan heaven. He makes lt 100% pure from 100o%

impure. The frrst birth will definitely be satopradhan. You children should chum the ocean of knowledge
and give lectures. Each one's way of explaining is different. The Father Himself explains one thing today

and something else tomorow. It cannot be the same explanation all the time. Even if someone were to
listen to these Ihtngs accurately from the cassette, he wouldn't be able to relate them accurately; there would

, definitety-be-sorfisdiffbreRr.e.- You i<now that everything that the Father tells you is fixed in the drL.ma. \le
tells you today, word by word, exactly what He told you a cycle ago. This record is recorded. God Himself

says: I speak to you the exact words that I spoke to you 5000 years ago. The shooting of thts drama has
already taken place. There cannot be the slightest difference in this. Such a tiny soul is fi1led with the
record. Yott children understand when the birlh of Krishna took place. It is said to be a few days less than
5000 years before today. He is now studying. The new world is being established. You children should
have so much happiness in your heart. You know that the soul of Krishna has been around the cycle of84
births. He is now returning to the name and form of Krishna. It is shown in the picture how he is kicking
the old world away and holding the new world on his palm. He is now studying. This is why it is said that
Shri Krishna is coming. The Father definitely teaches him at the end of his many births. Krishna will take
birth when this study comes to an end. There is little time of the study remaining. Krishra definitely has to
take birth after all the innumerable religions are destroyed. It will not just be one Krishna alone, it will be
the land of Krishna. It is you Brahmins who study Raja Yoga ald then claim the deity status. You become
deities through this knowledge. The Father comes and changes ordinary humans into deities with this study.
This takes the most time. This is a pathshala. The study is easy. But it is yoga that requires effort. You can
show how the soul of Krishna is now leaming Raja Yoga from the Supreme Father, the Supreme Soul. Shiv
Baba is teaching you souls through Brahma in order to give you the kingdom of the land of Vishnu. You
children of Prajapita Brahma are Brahmins. This is the confluence age. This is a very small age. The top-
knot is the smallest. Then, bigger than that there is the mouth, then the arms, then the stomach and then the
legs. They show a variety-image form, but no one is able to give an explanation of it. You children have to
explain the secrets of the cycle of 84 births. After the birlh of Shiva, there is the birth of Krishna. This
confluence age is for you children. For you, the iron age has finished. The Father says: Sweet children, I
have now come to take you to the land of peace and the land of happiness. You were the residents of the
land of happiness and then you went to the land of sorrow. You call out: Baba, come to this old world. This
is not your world. What are you doing now? You are establishing your world with the power of yoga. It is
said that non-violence is the supreme religion of the deities. You have to become non-violent. You must
neither use the sword of lust nor must you fight or quarrel. The Father says: I come every 5000 years. lt is
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not a question of hundreds of thousands of years. The Father says: Whilst giving donations, doing tapasya
and having sacrificial fires etc., you have come down and become degraded. It is only through knowledge
that there can be salvation. Human beings are sleeping in the sleep of Kumbhakama. They don't awaken at
all! This is why the Father says: I come every cycle. I too have a part in the drama. I too cannot do
anything witholat a part. I too am tied in the bondage of this drama. I come at my precise time. According
to tJne drama-plan,I take you children back home. I say, "Manmanabhav", but no one knows the meaning of
that. The Father says: Renounce all relations of the body and remember Me alone and you will become pure.
Children continue to make effort to remember the Father. This is God's University. There cannot be any
other University of God that can give salvation to the whole world. God, the Father, Himself comes and
changes the whole world. He changes it from hell into heaven. You then ruie there. Shiva is also called
Babulnath (Lord of Thoms) because He comes and liberates you from the sword of lust and purifies you. On
the path of bhakti there is a lot of extemal show. Here, you have to remember the Father peacefully. Those
people do all types of hatha yoga etc. Their path of isolation is totally separate. They believe in the element
of brahm. Those who believe in that element are those who have yoga with the elements. That is the
residence of souls which is called Brahmand. Those people consider the brahm element to be God and think
that they will become merged in that. This meais that they make the soul mortal. The Father says: I come
and grant salvation to everyone. Only Shiv Baba grants salvation to everyone. Therefore, He is like a
diamond. He takes yottto lhe golden age. This birth of yours is as valuable as a diamond. Then you go into
the golden age. OnTy the Father comes and teaches you this knowledge through which you become deities.
Then, this htowledge will disappear. Lakshmi and Narayan do not have htowledge of the Creator or
creation. Achcha.

To the sweetest, beloved, longJost and now-found chiidren, love, remembrance and good moming from the
Mother, the Father, BapDada. The spiritual Father says namaste to the spiritual children.

Essence for dharna:
i. Whilst livingin this old worid ''oecci'ine doubiy non-riolent and establish your new rvorld with

the power of yoga. Make your life as valuable as a diamond.
2. Chum what the Father relates to you and then relate it to others. Constantly maintain the

intoxication of knowing that when this study comes to an end you will go to the land of
Krishna.

Blessing: Become a master ocean of knowledge and become an embodiment of remembrance and power
and finish playing with dolls.
On the path of bhakti they create idols, worship them and then sink them. You refer to this as
the worship of dolls. In the same way, when anything that has no life, such as jealousy,
imagination, force, etc., comes in front of you, you experience it growing. You also make
others experience this by saying that it is true. This too is like giving life to those things. Then,
by having remembrance of the Father, the Ocean ofKnowledge, you let the past be the past and
you sink those things in the waves of self-progress. However, time is wasted in doing this.
Therefore, become a master oceal of knowledge in advance and with your blessing ofbeing an
embodiment of remembrance and power, finish playing with dolls.
Bring the time of completion close with your stage of perfection.

* * * o M  S H A N T I * * r .
Slogan:
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